The recent years have seen a rapid expansion of research of the excitation of electromagnetic surface shape resonances in lamellar metallic gratings by light in the visible to near-infrared range based on the model of surface plasmon-polaritons. We argue that these electromagnetic waves propagate along metal-dielectric interfaces and can be guided by metallic nanostructures beyond the new fundamental Bose-particles with spin one and rest mass (where e m is the mass of the electron). We call these light bosons because they induce the electromagnetic field. The existence of light bosons is confirmed by experiment connected with original type of the Bose-Einstein condensation. In this letter, we treat the interaction between light boson modes and electron modes in a metallic medium which leads to existence of the polaritons. These polaritons acquire a property of the charged electron gas with the Coulomb interaction and are excited into a fixed interval of wave numbers.
Introduction
There have been many studies of optical light transmission throughindividual nanometer-sized holes in opaque metal films in recent years, presented by Lopez-Rios et al. (1998) , Ghaemi et al. (1998) , and Sonnichen et al. (2000) . These experiments showed highly unusual transmission properties of metal films perforated with a periodic array of subwavelength holes, because the intensity of electric field is highly localized inside the grooves (around 300-1000 times larger than intensity of incoming optical light. With the purpose of explaining these results, Minasyan & Samoilov (2010) , which may explain these experimental results. In this letter, we aim to change the concept of the predicted light quasi-particles because, as we argue, they represent fundamental neutral particles with finite mass m and spin 1.
As is well known, de Broglie (1925) first proposed the principle which states that a matter wave is determined by wave-particle duality or de Broglie wave of matter, which was confirmed by the famous Davisson and Germer experiment and also by the Compton effect where the particle nature of light was demonstrated. This reasoning helps us to treat the model of the electromagnetic field as a Bose gas consisting of Bose particles with spin 1 and non-zero rest mass which are interacting with each other due to gauge invariance. It is well known, the quantization scheme for the local electromagnetic field in vacuum was first treated by Planck in his black-body radiation studies. In this context, the classic Maxwell equations lead to appearance of the so-called ultraviolet catastrophe; to remove this problem, Planck modeled the electromagnetic field as an ideal Bose gas of massless photons with spin 1. However, in this letter, we demonstrate that the non-ideal Bose gas of light particles represents as the Plank gas of massless photons.
The existence of light particles claims to consider their interaction with electron modes in a metallic medium. In this letter, we show that the given problem leads to existence of the polaritons with the energy spectrum expressed by the plasmon energetic gap. In fact, we prove that the polaritons acquire a property of a charged electron gas with the Coulomb interaction. expressed via the second quantization vector wave functions of the light boson:
where A is the amplitude of the electric field; ) ( 
and 
Substitution of Eq. (18) into Eq. (7), by taking into account (13), leads to
While investigating superfluid liquid He 4 , Bogoliubov (1947) H , by using Eqs. (6) and (7) in Eqs. (10) and (11) 
By prescription of Dirac, at the current time 0 
In this respect, there is an important condition for the transverse electromagnetic field 0
, which is easy to prove by using Eqs. (18) and (19), and the equality
Then, application of the equality
We now apply a new transformation for the Minasyan & Samoilov (2010) vector-operator, which is similar to the Bogoliubov (1947) one for the scalar operator, for evaluation of the energy levels of the operator R H  within the diagonal form: 
Hence, we infer that the Bose operators Minasyan & Samoilov (2010) found the boundary wave number 0 mc k   for the electromagnetic field in vacuum, which appears by the suggestion that the light particles interact with each other by the repulsive potential k U in the momentum space:
As a result, the condition for the wave numbers of light particles
appears, providing, in its turn, the property of hard spheres for particles presented by Huang & Yang (1957) . Thus, there is a request of presence of a repulsive potential interaction between particles, which occurs namely for particles (recall S-wave repulsive pseudopotential interaction between atoms in superfluid liquid He 4 by the model hard spheres).
To find the mass of a light particle, we suggest that due to changing the energetic level in the hydrogen atom, the appearance of a photon with the energy kc  is determined by the distance between the energetic states for the electron going from a high level to a low one. The ionization energy of the hydrogen atom in vacuum. Thus, we have proved that the light boson in vacuum is a fundamental particle because the rest mass m is presented via fundamental constants. In this context, we may note that light bosons in vacuum are interacting moving particles which represent free massless photons. However, these particles can be observed as a constant electric field without a magnetic one, if they are in a condensate. This fact is confirmed by experiments connected with investigation of metal films because as Minasyan & Samoilov (2010) argued the smooth metal-air interface should be regarded as a distinct dielectric medium, the skin of the metal, and found the boundary wave number 
Properties of the electromagnetic field in metals
Now, we attempt to investigate the interaction of light particles with free electrons in a metal. To describe the properties of the model of a light boson gas and charged electron gas mixture confined in a box of volume V, we present the Hamiltonian of a system which consists of the term of the Hamiltonian of the light boson gas R H  and the term of the Hamiltonian of an ideal Fermi charged electron gas el H  in addition to the term Q H  of the interaction between the density of the light boson modes and density of the charged electron modes which was first proposed by Dirac:
In this context, the operator Hamiltonian of the free electron gas presents as: 
Now, we calculate the term Q H  between light particle modes and charged electron modes:
where q H  is the operator of the interaction between one electron and the electromagnetic field:
where 
Then, the term of the operator Q H  takes the form: 
where  A is presented by (34).
On the other hand, the vector electric field 
Inserting Q H  from Eq.(42) into Eq.(27) and using Eq. (23), we achieve the main part of the Hamiltonian of total radiation RQ
